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Inventory Adjustments
Covid vaccine adjustments to on-hand inventory are made only when the following
applies:
1. Extra – additional doses received from vials.
2. Extra – Subtract for duplicate entries.
Note: An adjustment is not to be used to deduct administered doses. This is
completed through the reconciliation process only. Private adjustment reason will
not be used.
Wastage
Covid vaccine adjustments to on-hand inventory due to wastage are made only when the
following applies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

VTRCKS - Broken vial/syringe.
VTRCKS - Vaccine drawn into syringe but not administered.
VTRCKS - Open vial but all doses not administered.
VTRCKS - Lost or unaccounted for vaccine
VTRCKS – Other – ONLY USED FOR - Expired vaccines, loss due to temperature
excursions.

Steps to Complete an Inventory Adjustment
When completing an adjustment in ShowMeVax to the on-hand inventory, you must
determine does this fall under an adjustment reason, or is this wastage according to the
above reasons only.
1. Determine if you need to do an adjustment or wastage.
2. Click on Inventory, then vaccines, then inventory on-hand.

3. Locate the Covid vaccine with the correct lot to adjust.
4. Click Action, then Adjustment.

5. Enter or use the calendar to select the correct date of the adjustment.

6. Select from Reason dropdown one of the adjustment or wastage reasons only. (Do
Not Use any of the Private adjustment reasons)

7. Enter the number of doses for the adjustment.

8. Enter comments be specific.
9. Click create to adjust your on-hand inventory.

Additional resources can be found in ShowMeVax through Reports, then Missouri Forms
and Documents for user guides and ShowMeVax Training Videos. The training videos link
will take you to our YouTube page where you will find short videos on the different
processes in ShowMeVax.
Please contact the helpdesk at vfc-smvsupport@health.mo.gov for assistance or if unsure
on the process and include your Covid/VFC PIN in the subject line.

